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Statistical analysis of two-dimensional cluster structures composed of ferromagnetic particles
based on a flexible chain model
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We investigate two-dimensional cluster structures composed of ferromagnetic colloidal particles, based on a
flexible chain model, by the configurational-bias Monte Carlo method. We clarify the dependence of the
probabilities of the creation of different types of clusters on the dipole-dipole interactive energy and the cluster
size.
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It is well known that ferromagnetic colloidal particles c
agulate to form clusters under certain conditions, and th
variety of structures are created depending on the con
parameters such as the temperature, the number dens
particles, the intensity of external magnetic fields, and so
It is important to study the cluster structures formed by f
romagnetic particles in a liquid solvent from a scienti
point of view, since this problem is related to the statisti
physics of dipolar hard sphere fluids and the physics of co
plex fluids such as magnetic fluids. It is also important fro
a practical point of view since the macroscopic physi
properties may be directly related to the cluster structu
and therefore may be altered dramatically by changing
control parameters. de Gennes and Pincus@1# predicted that
two different cluster structures, that is, randomly orien
chains and closed rings, may appear in ferromagnetic par
disperse systems in the absence of a magnetic field. S
then, a number of experiments have been carried out to
serve the actual structures created in ferromagnetic collo
systems@2–9# and, in fact, chain and ring structures ha
been observed in monolayer systems@2–4,6#. Such pattern
formations created by ferromagnetic particles in tw
dimensional systems in the absence of a magnetic field h
also been investigated numerically@4,10–14#. One of the
important nondimensional control parameters that determ
the cluster structures in ferromagnetic colloidal systems
the ratio of the interparticle dipole-dipole interactive ener
to the thermal energy:l[umu2/4pm0d3kT, wherem, m0 , d,
k, and T are, respectively, the dipole moment vector of
particle, the magnetic permeability, the diameter of a p
ticle, the Boltzmann constant, and the temperature. Altho
the cluster structures formed by ferromagnetic particles h
been studied theoretically, numerically, and experimenta
there is still a lack of information about the relation betwe
the probability of the production of different types of cluste
such as rings and open chains and the control parametl.
What is more, the value ofl lay in a relatively narrow range
in previous analyses of the relation between the probab
andl, and therefore it is necessary to analyze cluster st
tures under a wider range ofl.
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In this paper, we investigate the dependence of the clu
structures formed in a two-dimensional dilute ferromagne
particle disperse system under a zero magnetic field on
control parameterl. Such a low number density colloida
system can be considered as a mixture of independent c
ters of different sizes, in which case the interactions betw
clusters are negligible@12,15,16#, and therefore each cluste
is supposed to be in equilibrium. Under the above circu
stances, we focus on the structures of such isolated clus
created in a two-dimensional system. It has also been sh
both theoretically@17,18# and numerically@12# that there are
few branches in each cluster in the case of sufficiently l
number density systems. Furthermore, according to the
periment carried out by Helgesenet al. @2#, networklike
branched clusters are not formed even at a very highl ~l
51360!. Therefore, we create each cluster using a flexi
chain composed of ferromagnetic particles, as illustrated
Fig. 1. We analyze the statistical characteristics of the fe
magnetic cluster structures on the basis of the equilibri
structures of the flexible chains. In this model, all the fer
magnetic particles are spheres of equal diameterd, and they
interact with each other via the hard-sphere and dipo
dipole potentials@13,14#. The particle-particle contact angl
u i and the anglew i of dipole moment vectormi are changed
continuously~see Fig. 1!. Therefore, this model can crea
the different types of clusters such as open chains, rings,
clusters composed of a chain with ring~s!, which have been
observed in experiments@2–4,6#. In this study, we analyze
the structures of flexible chains in canonical ensembles
the configurational-bias Monte Carlo method@19,20#, which

FIG. 1. A flexible chain composed of ferromagnetic particle
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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has been used for investigation of the structures of ch
molecules, to clarify the dependence of the cluster structu
on the control parameterl and the cluster sizeN. If we
consider a flexible chain cluster composed ofN ferromag-
netic particles as a chain molecule composed ofN segments,
in which case the bond length is fixed at the diameter o
ferromagnetic particle and the segment-segment interact
are hard-sphere and dipole-dipole interactions,
configurational-bias Monte Carlo technique can be applie
the structural analysis of ferromagnetic flexible chains
chain molecules@19,20#.

We investigate the cluster structures for 5<l<100 and
6<N<800 using 20–1000 ensemble averages dependin
l andN. We generated 100 ensembles of chain clusters
N<200, whereN is the number of ferromagnetic particles
a chain cluster, and 50 and 20 ensembles for 200,N<566
and N5800, respectively, except for the following case
1000 ensembles for (l,N)5(5,6), ~5,9!, ~5,13!, ~5.5,6!,
~5.5,13! and ~5.5,25!; 50 ensembles for (l,N)5(50,200)
and ~100,50!; and 20 ensembles for (l,N)5(50,400). First
of all, let us focus on the cluster structures when the dipo
dipole interactions are not very strong,l,10. Figure 2
shows snapshots of clusters forl55, N550 @Fig. 2~a!# and
l55, N5400 @Fig. 2~b!#. When l,10, mostly chains and
rings are created. Although clusters composed of a ch
with a ring appear, the mean probability is only 2.1% wh
l,10. We show typical defect clusters obtained by the fl
ible chain model in Fig. 3 forl57, N5400. Defect clusters
were defined in Ref.@12# as the ones that contain particle
having more than two neighboring particles. The defect cl
ters obtained by the present flexible chain model areself-

FIG. 2. Typical cluster structures created whenl,10. ~a! l55,
N550; ~b! l55, N5400.
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attachingchains such as chain-ring~s! and multiring compos-
ite clusters. These types of cluster were also observe
two-dimensional Monte Carlo simulations carried out
Tavares, Weis, and Telo da Gama@12#. Note that we consider
a cluster as a ring when the distance between the two
ticles at each end of a chain is shorter than the cutoff rad
r c . The dependence of the probability of ring clusters be
produced,Pring , on the control parameterl and the number
of particles in a cluster,N, is shown in Fig. 4. We checked
the effect of the cutoff radius onPring by changingr c to
1.1d, 1.15d, and 1.2d, as was done by Tavares, Weis, a
Telo da Gama@12#, and confirmed that there is no qualitativ
change in the ring clusters’ production features caused by
difference in the value ofr c . In this study, we setr c
51.1d. When l,10, Pring becomes maximum at a certa
cluster size and asl increasesPring increases@Fig. 4~a!#.
Oncel reaches 10,Pring becomes almost 1 irrespective o
the number of particles as long as 6<N<800 @Fig. 4~b!#.
However, whenl becomes very large, althoughPring is still
almost 1 when the number of particles in a cluster is lo
Pring starts decreasing rapidly with an increase in the clus
size@Fig. 4~b!#. Let us first focus on the ring cluster produ
tion features when the dipole-dipole interactions are not v
strong. In the case of two particles, the interactive poten
energy becomes lowest when they contact each other in
a way that two dipole moment vectors line up in the sa
direction~nose-to-tailcontact!. When the number of particle
is greater than 3, however, the internal potential energy o
ring becomes lower than that of a chain@1#. As N increases,
the diameter of a ring increases and the dipole moment v
tors of adjacent particles can be lined up in the same di
tion. As a result, ring clusters predominate more and m
from the point of view of potential energy with an increase
N. However, once the ring perimeter becomes much gre

FIG. 3. Typical defect clusters created by the present flex
chain model.l57, N5400.
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than the effective length of the interparticle potential ener
the energy difference between rings and open chains
comes constant and therefore forming a ring cluster does
give any extra advantage from the point of view of poten
energy. From the point of view of entropy, on the other ha
forming ring clusters is disadvantageous. The entropy dif
ence between ring and chain clusters becomes greater a
number of particles increases. The ring formation charac
istics as shown in Fig. 4~a! can be explained qualitatively b
the above energy vs entropy competitions. Let us carry
more quantitative analysis. Suppose clusters are compos
N particles. The probability of ring clusters being produce
Pring , is evaluated as follows:

Pring~l,N!'F11
VNR~N!

VR~N!
exp$2l@«̄NR~N!2 «̄R~N!#%G21

,

~1!

whereVR(N) andVNR(N) are, respectively, the total num
ber of ring clusters and that of nonring clusters.l«̄R(N)
and l«̄NR(N) are the mean energies of rings and nonrin
which are nondimensionalized bykT. Since l is not very
large, we approximatel«̄R(N) andl«̄NR(N) by the potential
energies of a ring and a chain as obtained by Jundet al. @21#:

FIG. 4. Dependence of the probability of ring clusters be
produced,Pring , on the control parameterl and the cluster sizeN.
~a! s, l55; h, l55.5; n, l56; ,, l57. ~b! s, l510; h, l550;
n, l5100.
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l@«̄NR~N!2 «̄R~N!#'22.4l~N21!

1
2.4lN

4 H 31cosS 2p

N D J . ~2!

We also employ a two-dimensional random walk model@22#
for estimatingVNR(N)/VR(N) as follows:

VNR~N!

VR~N!
'

exp$2~N21!%2exp@2r c
2/~N21!d2#

exp@2r c
2/~N21!d2#2exp@21/~N21!#

,

~3!

where r c is the cutoff radius used for defining a ring. Th
dependence ofPring on l andN obtained by Eqs.~1!–~3! is
shown in Fig. 5. The above semiquantitative analysis
plains very well thePring features forl<10 obtained by the
present numerical analysis, despite the rough estimation~see
Fig. 4!. This means that Eq.~1! is basically correct in rela-
tively weak interaction cases.

When l is very large, as we mentioned,Pring is still al-
most 1 for smallN, but decreases rapidly with an increase
N @see Fig. 4~b!#. In this region, the probability of the pro
duction of clusters that are composed of a chain with one
two rings attaching to the end~s! increases~see Figs. 2 and
3!. What is more, different types of clusters as shown in F
6 are created. When the dipole-dipole interaction is stro
and the number of particles in a cluster is large, some pa
which we call internal chains, tend to stick to each other i
cluster in the following two ways: either~a! two internal
chains are stuck in parallel, in which case the dipole m
ments in the two chains are directed in an antiparallel dir
tion @see Fig. 6~a!#, or ~b! internal chains are stuck in a stag
gered way, in which case the dipole moments in the t
chains are pointing in the same direction@see Figs. 6~a! and
6~b!#. In the experiment carried out by Wenet al. @4#, such
structures as illustrated in Fig. 6 were clearly observed. N
that the value of the control parameterl was as large as
1.693106 in the above experiment.

Finally, we investigate the connectivity between partic
in clusters to clarify the cluster structures more precisely.
define the connectivityNc as the total number of contac
points in a cluster minusN21, which is the number of con
tact points in a simple chain composed ofN particles, where

FIG. 5. Dependence ofPring on l andN obtained analytically by
Eqs.~1!–~3!.
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the same cutoff radiusr c is used for defining the particle
particle contact. Therefore, for example,Nc50 and 1, re-
spectively, in the case of a simple chain and a simple r
The dependence of the mean connectivity^Nc& on l andN is
shown in Fig. 7. Whenl<10, ^Nc& is less than or equal to 1
since either simple ring or chain clusters are mostly crea
in such relatively weak interaction cases, whereas whel
550 and 100,̂ Nc& increases rapidly onceN exceeds the
critical values. In other words, complex structures such
those shown in Fig. 6 are created only when the dipo
dipole interactions are strong and the cluster size is la
The above features can be understood if we consider
effective interactive energy between two chains, which
placed either in parallel or in a staggered way. In both ca
the effective potential energy between two chains beco
lower with an increase in the number of particles included
each chain. The energy is lowered, for instance, by appr
mately 250kT in the parallel case and by 500kT in the stag-
gered case by increasing the number of particles in e
chain from 5 to 20 in the case ofl5100. Chain-chain con-
nections, however, occur only whenl is large, since entropy
is reduced with an increase in the number of connec
points. As a result, the internal chain-chain connections
shown in Fig. 6 are created only when bothl andN are large
@see also Figs. 4~b! and 7#. According to Fig. 7, the critical

FIG. 6. Complex structures created when bothl andN are large.
~a! l550, N5800; ~b! l550, N5400.
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cluster size at which the mean connectivity starts increas
rapidly is shorter whenl is 50 than whenl is 100. This
relation between the critical cluster size andl may be under-
stood if we also consider the internal energy loss caused
the bending of the flexible chains in the formation of t
complex structures shown in Fig. 6. The internal energy
reduced by an increase in the number of connecting point
we showed above, but the energy loss caused by the ben
of the chains increases at the same time. Therefore, the
vature of the chains should be as small as possible from
point of view of the reduction of the energy loss caused
the distortion of chains. The energy loss increases with
increase inl. As a result, the critical cluster size becom
shorter whenl is 50 than whenl is 100 from the point of
view of internal energy.

In summary, we investigated the structures of isola
clusters composed of ferromagnetic particles, based o
flexible chain model, by the configurational-bias Mon
Carlo method. Although the cluster size distributions can
be obtained by this analysis, we can see the details of clu
structures and the probability of the creation of differe
types of clusters. The computational time is also redu
quite remarkably by employing the present method, co
pared to the conventional numerical methods. This appro
can easily be extended to three-dimensional analysis of c
ter structures. We believe that the equilibrium structures
clusters under various conditions can be analyzed system
cally and efficiently by applying the present method in co
bination with the conventional methods.
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FIG. 7. Dependence of the mean connectivity^Nc& on l andN.
s, l55; h, l55.5; n, l56; ,, l57; d, l510; j, l550; m,
l5100.
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